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Preface
Lofting through the Southern twilight on a connector flight from Dallas, I take note of passengers’ reactions to the
enigmatic deltaic geography below as we approach for landing in New Orleans. Many are business travelers anticipating tomorrow’s convention; others are reading, asleep, or terminally oblivious. But an interested few gaze
motionlessly out their scratched little windows on the world, peering through the subtropical haze into one of the
most dynamic, precarious, and storied places on Earth. Ten thousand feet beneath us lies the watery lithosphere
and earthy hydrosphere formed by a great river flailing methodically at its terminus, spilling sediments gathered
from the western slopes of the Appalachians to the eastern ramparts of the Rockies into a gulf of a sea of a great
ocean. It is a fantastic show, startlingly distinct from the familiar patchwork quilt of woods and fields characterizing most of our journey over the region. The rectilinear landscape of township-and-range America has
disappeared; man has arranged things differently in this exceptional terrain. We are now south of the South.
To the west, what first appeared to be a stolid forest is suddenly intersected with orange rays of the setting
sun, producing a blinding glint in the form of an enormous spoked wheel. It is the remnant cypress swamp of
the Manchac wilderness; loggers a century ago extracted trees along canals radiating from a hub, creating the
bizarre pattern. Through this swamp two centuries prior passed French explorers seeking a strategic toehold at
the clutch of what would become the richest valley on Earth.
Directly below us is a large body of gray water that confuses some passengers. A bay? Gulf of Mexico?
Hurriedly unfurled maps reveal it to be Lake Pontchartrain, a lesson to newcomers who knew since grade school
that New Orleans was “on the Mississippi” but until now were unaware of this enormous and well-proportioned
lake. Now we swing about and gain views of the swamps to the west, which bear a disconcerting resemblance
to the northern taiga landscape for their cypress trees killed by salinity and bleached gray by the sun. A
passenger on one side of the plane points out a flock of white egrets gliding in formation over the wild-looking
terrain, a common scene in televised nature shows but incomparably beautiful from this perspective. By this
time, the setting sun casts a golden glow from behind us, making the vegetation more verdant, the swamp water
blacker, and every tree and stump salient. A futuristic superhighway, raised on pilings and penetrating the environs like twin laser beams, jars the prehistoric sense of the scene; the visitors will soon get firsthand knowledge
of this highway as Interstate 10. An occasional camp deep in the swamps is the object of someone’s marvel;
imagine living out there. . . .
Suddenly, across the cabin, someone exclaims, “There’s the Mississippi!”Heads bob up and turn toward
windows; a murmur arises. Satisfied smiles cross once-perplexed faces. This they’ve been anticipating: the
mighty Mississippi . . . steamboats heading for New Orleans . . . Dixieland. . . . A lifetime’s worth of clichés
and images registers. Even the preoccupied conventioneer peers out the window to see the great river. And
great it is, absolutely unmistakable, meandering in magnificently yawning bends and clung to tenaciously
by what appears to be all the human existence in the area. Roads, properties, industry, and agriculture all
address the river in the way that ribs adhere to a snake’s vertebrae. The passengers are witnessing settlement
patterns first surveyed by French colonial engineers over a quarter-millennium ago. Now we start to follow
the river, and a sense of confident satisfaction registers with our engaged passengers, some of whom turn
about occasionally in the hope of sharing their discoveries with their apathetic seatmates. They have gained
an initial geographical comprehension of life in this deltaic landscape: most human existence here clings to
the Mississippi River. We have locked on to the homestretch of that river, wending toward the sea on a
slurry plain of sediment and water. Inevitably there will be a great city near the mouth of this river, and in
a matter of moments we will find that city, sprawled out in splendid isolation amid an inhospitable and
ephemeral geography.
All eyes remain on the river. Smokestacks and grain towers shadow serene fields and densely canopied forests;
linear communities of chimneyed shacks intersperse with the occasional columned mansion; vessels of various
size and purpose engage at this fleeting moment in their ancient endeavor. A glance toward the southern horizon,
through air pregnant with humidity, reveals an intricate labyrinth of marsh, water, and forest fraying out into a
black infinity that says, we are nearing the edge of the continent. Finally, the aircraft swings into orientation with
the runway, giving one side of the plane a concatenated vista down three or four meanders of the Mississippi,
those in the foreground shrouded in dusk but a particularly spectacular crescent in the distance glittering in a million lights. “There it is,” someone says resolutely. “There’s New Orleans.” Vivacious and sparking in its solitude,
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A Note on Terminology
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part of the French Quarter, and are considered so here. In discussions focusing on the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, the present-day French Quarter is also referred to as “the city,” since all other areas were
either rural or only recently subdivided.
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Faubourg: Faubourg or fauxbourg (“false town”) is French for suburb, namely inner suburb. It described the
subdivisions of old plantations beyond the limits of the original city starting in 1788 and was commonly used
into the early 1900s. Its use diminished for many decades but was revived in the 1970s by the historic-preservation movement and neighborhood organizations (not to mention real-estate agents), starting with the
Faubourg Marigny. The term is now commonly used as a synonym for “historic neighborhood” in New
Orleans, but excluding (by definition) the Vieux Carré.
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Central Business District: Faubourg Ste. Marie, “Faubourg St. Mary,” “St. Mary,” “American Sector,”
“Central Business District,” and “CBD” all generally refer to the area loosely bordered by present-day Iberville
Street, Loyola Avenue, Howard Avenue, and the Mississippi River, although in certain discussions, the “Canal
Street corridor” (between Iberville and Common) may be considered separate, since this remained a commons
for twenty years after the 1788 subdivision of Faubourg Ste. Marie. This latter term is generally used for discussions recounting the late 1700s and early 1800s, while Faubourg St. Mary, St. Mary, and the American
Sector are utilized in antebellum and postbellum contexts, and Central Business District and CBD refer to the
area in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
Directions: The cardinal directions only serve to confuse in crescent-shaped New Orleans. Instead, lakeside,
riverside, upriver (or uptown), and downriver (or downtown) are used as surrogates for northward, southward,
westward, and eastward—despite the compass’s needle.1 I prefer upriver/downriver to uptown/downtown,
because references to the flow direction of the river remain true no matter where you are in the metropolitan
area. Confusing at first, the system works well (except perhaps in the Mid-City/Bayou St. John area) and makes
more sense locally than allusions to distant poles and stars.

Maps in This Volume

Maps in this volume were made by
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Downtown/Uptown: Everyone has their own feel of where downtown becomes uptown in New Orleans (and,
relatedly, whether the words should be capitalized as distinct places or lower-cased as general areas). This is
the way it should be. Most people today would divide the two places-of-mind somewhere near Howard Avenue
and Lee Circle, perhaps along the Pontchartrain Expressway, which roughly separates the harder, congested
streets of the commercial sector from the softer, leafier environs of the residential section. Others refer exclusively to the Garden District or the University area as uptown and the French Quarter and Central Business
District as downtown. Years ago, Canal Street would have been seen as the demarcation. Understanding the
two distinctive yet nebulous areas is enabled more through the rich variety of people’s adamantly defended definitions of them than in a dogmatic attempt to formalize them.
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Neighborhoods: Neighborhoods are delineated and named historically, colloquially, officially by the city, and
by local and federal agencies for historic-preservation purposes. Rarely do all boundaries and names concur.
Neighborhoods are referenced all five ways in this volume, but primarily by the official city designations. See
pages 82-83 for official names (city designations, National Register Historic Districts, and local Historic
District Landmarks Commission districts) and pages 89, 93, and 95 for historic names.
Historical Eras: The French colonial era refers to the years from 1682 to 1762 in regional contexts and 1718
to 1762 for New Orleans discussions. The Spanish colonial era of New Orleans started secretly in 1762, publicly in 1764, politically in 1766, and militarily in 1769; it concluded secretly in 1800 and officially in
November 1803. The second French colonial era started secretly in 1800 and formally in November 1803, and
ended with the Louisiana Purchase in December 1803, when the colonial era drew to a close and the American
era commenced. The American territorial era lasted until 1812, when Louisiana became a state. The antebellum era generally refers to the years after the Battle of New Orleans (1815) to the outset of the Civil War, with
1. Before the turn-of-the-century drainage project opened up the Lakefront and made Lake Pontchartrain more relevant to
the local citizenry, people referred to the woods side versus riverside for north and south.
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Introduction

The Geographical
Perspective
Many people perceive geography as a variation of geology or a collection of Earth facts, an antiquated discipline
with little to offer in the modern world. This is unfortunate, because geography provides a perspective—a spatial
perspective—fundamentally relevant to a wide range of interests, from the physical to the cultural. Geography is
a broadly defined discipline that identifies, analyzes, and interprets the spatial distributions of phenomena as they
occur on the surface of the Earth.2 It addresses the questions of “where” and “why there,”3 complementing the
historian’s questions of “when,” “who,” and “what impact,” or the physical scientist’s questions of “how” and
“why.” This, of course, is oversimplification: there are branches within geography that ask all these questions and
other disciplines that would be remiss in neglecting geographical dimensions. Nevertheless, the revelation and
explanation of spatial relationships are fundamental to geography. “The geographic method is concerned with
examining the localization on the Earth of any phenomena,” said Carl O. Sauer, a preeminent figure in cultural
geography. “The Germans have called this the Standortsproblem—the problem of terrestrial position—and it represents the most general and most abstract expression of [the task of the geographer].”4
The academic discipline of geography is divided into the physical and human realms. Physical geography
investigates the biosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere through specialties such as biogeography,
geomorphology, oceanography, and climatology. Human geographers specialize in urban studies, economics,
culture, history, and other areas, seeking to understand “the areal differentiation of human activities.”5
Geographers of any stripe may investigate at the regional level, in which numerous questions about one particular place are considered, or at the topical level, in which one particular question is studied across various
places. Because the concept of spatial distribution is fundamental to all geographical research, the metrics and
tools of the discipline, such as cartography, geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing, geodesy,
and spatial statistics, are considered specialties in and of themselves. Geography in general is interdisciplinary
and synthesizing, and may be employed qualitatively or quantitatively. Broadness is its strength.
Time and Place in New Orleans is a historical geography—a history of past geographies—of New Orleans
and its environs. Parts of it, namely the discussion of the siting of the city in chapter 1, may also be described as
geographical history, in that “its aim is the better and truer explanation of historical events by reference to those
facts of Geography which have influenced them.”6 Geography investigates both physical and human phenomena, hence this book is as interested in natural levees, battures, and subsidence as it is in Creole residential patterns,
the rise and fall of the Cotton District, and why Audubon Park is shaped like a wedge. While traditional histories
of New Orleans may identify the colonial era, Louisiana Purchase, and Civil War as major milestones, this
historical geography views the subdivision of rural plantations, construction of the drainage system, and excavation of the Industrial Canal as watershed events (sometimes literally) in the city’s past. As the St. Louis Cathedral,
jazz, Mardi Gras, and Creole cuisine figure prominently in other books about New Orleans, less-famous but
equally important features such as the Esplanade Ridge, the St. Mary Batture, the Rigolets, and the New Basin
Canal play starring roles here.
Historical geography emerged as a subfield within geography over the past two centuries and has proven both
fascinating and enigmatic. The term has variously referred to the history of geography as a discipline; of exploration, discovery, and mapping; and of changing political boundaries. By the 1900s, as geographical thought grew
more sophisticated, historical geography came to its current meaning, which is, in more or less words, the reconstruction of past geographies of a place.7 Represented graphically, historical geography’s realm of interest occupies the three-dimensional matrix formed by time (history) on one axis, location (geography) on another, and the
phenomena of interest on the third axis.8 In a more utilitarian explanation, imagine a series of thirty maps depicting an important theme of a city, with each map showing the theme’s geographical imprint in 10-year increments
2. Haring, Lounsbury, and Frazier, 5.
3. East, 4.
4. Sauer, “Foreword to Historical Geography,” 6.
5. Ibid., 7.
6. Fawcett, 7.
7. Smith, 84-85, 91-95.
8. Cant, 134-37.

9. Guelke, 3, 6, 7, citing the interpretations of
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That said, Time and Place in New Orleans is decidedly focused in its breadth. It is not by any means intended
to be a comprehensive history or geography of New Orleans. It does not cover every square mile of Orleans Parish
proportionally throughout all its history. Rather, it concentrates on selected aspects of the city’s physical and
human geography and examines their characteristics, influences, and transformations over time, with an emphasis on the older (pre-twentieth-century) part of the city. The book makes no pretenses of being a scholarly work,
because it is based largely on secondary sources of data. Rather, it is a synthesis of secondary and primary historical data (in a ratio of roughly three to one) infused with descriptive and quantified geographical information and
interpretations. The liberal use of footnotes is designed to direct the reader to additional sources of information.
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Murphy, Linda K., The Shifting Eco
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A Measure of Geographical Research on New Orleans
Number of Ph.D. dissertations with keyword “geography,” for the 30 largest U.S. cities (left), and same
data normalized for every 100,000 population (right, 1990 population data). These data were derived from
keyword searches of the city, state, and “geography” in the Bell & Howard dissertation database. The data
show that, although New Orleans is widely recognized as a culturally unique city in a geographically
exceptional area, it has not enjoyed a corresponding amount of attention from geographers. (Note: Both
city and state were used along with “geography” as keywords, to minimize the number of false positives
that would result from city names such as Phoenix or San Jose. To hold all data to the same standard, city
and state were used consistently, even though this strategy undercounted some cities. This explains why
New Orleans is listed with nine Ph.D.s in this table but fifteen in the text.) Source: Bell & Howard
Information and Learning. Dissertation Abstracts Online/OCLC FirstSearch (2000), Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Ph.D. dissertations with keyword
While the degrees conferred wer
unified by the discipline. Only o
in Baton Rouge. Source: Bell & H
FirstSearch (2000), Ann Arbor, M
10. Ralph H. Brown, 40-41, 130-50.
11. Lewis, 3. See also xiii.

Other geographical treatises on the city are hard to find: a query of the Bell & Howard dissertation database, which covers 1,560,000 studies written from 1861 to the present, yielded only fifteen Ph.D. dissertations
with keywords “New Orleans” and “geography,” listed in the accompanying chart. (“New Orleans” and “history” produced 239 hits.) This is as much a statement on the paucity of New Orleans geographical research as
it is on the lack of geographical research in general.
Perhaps this open niche is beginning to be discovered: from 1931 to 1980, an average of one dissertation
on New Orleans geography per decade was written; from 1995 to 1999, the pace increased to almost two per
year. Other sources of information on New Orleans’ spatial dimension are occasional articles in professional
journals such as the Louisiana Historical Quarterly, The Geographical Review, and The Journal of Southern
History, vignettes such as Tulane University School of Architecture’s The New Orleans Guide (1984), and government documents for civil engineering and urban planning projects that often do commendable research in
historical geography without employing that term. Perhaps the reason for the lack of research on New Orleans
geography is that there is only one academic geography department in the city, at the University of New
Orleans, and, though an excellent department, it does not currently confer Ph.D.s in the field. (Louisiana State
University’s geography program in Baton Rouge is nationally known but, until recently, has specialized in rural
and folk geography rather than urban topics.) Geographers, plying a discipline predicated on location, tend to
focus on their own stomping grounds, thus places with few geographers tend to get few geographies. There
may also be the factor of exceptionalism: New Orleans is often viewed as an exception to the national norm,
and thus may be eschewed by scholars intent on proposing unifying theories. Similarly, some researchers may
assume that New Orleans is more anomalous from other American cities than it actually is, and thus may shy
away from analyzing it through methods developed elsewhere.
Countering this scarcity of geographic work is the recognition by other students of the city, particularly in
architecture and history, of the relevance of geographical factors and patterns in their areas of interest. The outstanding Friends of the Cabildo New Orleans Architecture series, started in 1971 with the landmark Lower
Garden District and now eight volumes strong, is especially cognizant in this regard. Dr. Joseph Tregle’s
research on Creoles and Americans in nineteenth-century New Orleans revealed residential patterns of these
ethnic groups that countered conventional thinking. John Churchill Chase’s classic Frenchmen, Desire, Good
Children . . . and Other Streets of New Orleans! (1949, now in its third edition) adeptly tells the history behind
the city’s peculiar street names with equal doses of humor and keen geographical observation. James S.
Janssen’s Building New Orleans: The Engineer’s Role (1984) is one of the few books to focus on this fundamentally important but underappreciated aspect of local history.
In the area of literary fiction, one must recognize the role of novelists and playwrights in instilling a sense
of place in the mystique of New Orleans. Recall Tennessee Williams’ clever and poignant metaphor in his
greatest play, in which a puzzled Blanche DuBois, upon arriving at her sister’s house from the L & N train station, recounts that “they told me to take a street-car named Desire, and then transfer to one called Cemeteries
and ride six blocks and get off at—Elysian Fields!”12 A Streetcar Named Desire (1947) “returned New Orleans
to a preeminent place on the literary map of America,”13 and may have also placed a map of New Orleans
(artistic license and all) in the mind of literary America, casting its streets and neighborhoods in an aura of mystery and poignancy. Other works do fine jobs of capturing sundry elements of New Orleans such as its Carnival
traditions, music, food, politics, and society. It is hoped that Time and Place in New Orleans will add a tiny bit
of the neglected geographical perspective to the wealth of literature on this city.
Analyzing the history of a place through the contours of its geography provides intriguing insights and
hypotheses but sometimes leads to overstatement of the role of geography in history. Approached rationally, a
geographical understanding imparts a spatial perspective in deciphering the history of a city or any human
endeavor. How can one interpret New York City history without understanding its harbor? Or Dutch history
without considering the country’s low seaside elevation? Or Jewish history without understanding the distribution of Jews throughout the world? Or the Appalachian region without its rugged terrain? To illustrate further, imagine a hypothetical city portrayed as simply a dot on a blank piece of paper. If viewers of this primitive map were asked to speculate on the history of that city, they would be guessing about everything except
its existence. If lines indicating rivers and streams were added to the map, viewers may make slightly more
informed speculations as to the city’s history: perhaps it was founded at the confluence of two rivers, where
accessibility would make it an optimal trade center, or perhaps it used the river for irrigation. If topography
were added to the map, the viewers may gain a better understanding of the “where” and “why” of the city, and
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